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IMMUNE  
BOOSTING FOODS

5 Essential Foods That Will 
Boost Your Immunity Against 

Virus, Colds and Flu
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Are you struggling with that feeling of exhaustion....just not having 
enough energy to make it through the day without a nap, a donut, or 
a double-shot latte ? 
 
Are you constantly worrying about aging, your longevity, or not feeling 
connected to yourself and your community because you're struggling 
with a chronic health issue ? 
 
Have you tried shedding unwanted weight using one diet after 
another with little or no long-term success?  
 
I know the feeling…… 
 
When I decided to soak up everything I could about REAL nutrition and 
ultimate NOURISHMENT, I put myself back in school and devoted my 
time to learning, to tinkering with my diet and lifestyle, and to putting in 
practice what I learned to help my clients gain mastery over their 
health. 

I learn every day because I don't want to miss out on having the latest 
tools that can help my clients feel and look fantastic no matter where 
they start. 
 
I’d be honored to support you to create the healthiest, happiest, most 
energetic version of YOU!

Hi, my name is Terri Crystal 
I’m an allied functional medicine practitioner, a certified integrative 

nutrition and mind/body coach, anti-aging expert and lover of great 

food and beautiful sunsets.  
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Immunity can be affected by a wide range of factors such as 
fitness, genetic predispositions and gut health. One of the 
most overlooked ways to boost immunity is through diet. 
Honestly, a very important one.  

There are quite a few natural foods that can help to balance 
your immune system and aid your immunity to function at it’s 
peak. Boosting your immunity can help you to reduce your 
chances of getting sick or have a much milder response 
when you actually do get ill.  

In this guide, I am giving you 5 of the top Immune Boosting 
Foods. Make sure these foods are a big part of your life to 
support your immunity to increase your chances of fighting 
off virus, colds and flu! 

INTRODUCTION 
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BLUEBERRIES 

Blueberries are full of antioxidants that may 
reduce the number of colds and coughs you 
get. According to research from the University 
of Auckland, eating plenty of flavonoids 
regularly could make you less susceptible to 
colds and respiratory illnesses. 

CITRUS FRUITS 

When you get a cold, you probably dose up on vitamin C, right? This 
nutrient is strongly linked to immunity so it makes a ton of sense to 
eat plenty of it through your diet. 

Your body doesn’t store 
vitamin C so you need to 
be eating it every day. 
Citrus fruits are a great 
source, including oranges, 
tangerines, grapefruit, 
lemons, and limes.  

Try adding them to 
smoothies or salads to add 
a refreshing citrus vibe. 
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27184276


RED BELL PEPPERS 

Citrus fruits aren’t the only foods that 
are rich in vitamin C.  

Red bell peppers actually have more 
vitamin C than an orange. Loading 
up on them is a super easy way to 
help support your immune system. 

SPINACH 

Spinach is packed with 
antioxidants and also contains 
beta-carotene. This combination 
helps the body to fight infections.  

When it’s cooked a little bit, it 
enables vitamin A and other 
nutrients to be released. Just don’t 
overdo it as too much cooking 
can mean it loses nutrients.
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GINGER 

Ginger is anti-inflammatory, which can help ease a sore 
throat and reduce symptoms of a common cold. This is 
significant since inflammation is often strongly linked to 
immunity. 

According to research 
published in the 
International Journal of 
Preventative Medicine, 
its anti-inflammatory 
effects have a big 
impact on ginger’s 
impact on cold and flu 
symptoms. 
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What immune boosting foods do you eat already? 
What foods will you start incorporating into 

your diet right now? 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3665023/


Don’t wait for it to feel ‘right’ or wait for the right time. Now is 
the best time to eat these foods and incorporate them into 
your life so that you can increase immunity through diet.

Focus on what you stand to gain.  

Want 6 more immune boosting foods?  Click the sign-
up button just above and I’ll send them to right away.

To learn more about natural remedies go to the ‘Contact 
Me’ Page on my website and sign up for a free session with 
me!

Send me an email at terri@terricrystal.com and ask me ONE 
FREE question on how to enjoy food without feeling guilty or 
gaining weight. Yes one free coaching question! 
 
Talk to you soon!

TERRI CRYSTAL
NUTRITION BY TERRI
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Start Boosting Your Immunity 
With These 5 Essential Foods 

To Guard Against Virus, 
Colds and Flu
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